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The Councils delegation for the Board
The Council has appointed the Board to run and lead the Student Union Malmö based on
operational plan, budget and other documents established by the Council. In this delegation, the
Board is delegated to all activities in the organization - with the exception of directly reporting to
the Council. This delegation is based on the statutory tasks already defined by the Board. Based
on this document, the Board is responsible for all aspects of the organization's activities in all
respects. The Board of should further delegate as little as is necessary to gain insight into and
responsibility for the organization as well as much as necessary for the organization's parts to be
able to operate their own activities as favorable and enjoyable as possible. Unless otherwise
stated, the Board stated information may be delegated further. The Board may not delegate task
regulated by the statue.
The Board shall:
- generally lead the organization's activities
- in particular, take responsibility for the implementation of operation, finance and
economics, personnel matters and internal democracy
- be helpful to those organizational parts that need formal and / or practical support
- receive, check, treat and follow up associations' claims for funds for their operation
- if appropriate, prioritize the operation - both in the long term and in the short term
- set up to obey the functions required to operate the operation in accordance with the
operational plan
- in assignment documents, regulate the functions set up by the Board and other functions
reporting to the Board
- establish, determine or, where appropriate, approve the agreement of other organizational
units, this may not be delegated further
- appoint representatives in universities and bodies and when no other party within the
mandate has a mandate to appoint a representative
- appoint interim representatives at faculty / institutional level if special reasons exist; this
may be case-by-case delegated
- prepare members and employees to establish the structure of the Union and to compile
valid rules and procedures in the Union
- ensure that recruitment and disposal of non-profit is done as much and as much as
required and expected in an nonprofit association
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